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As the term astrologymeansthe practicalapplicationof astronomy to human useour responseto it must necessarilyhingeon
our understanding
of what it meansto behuman.
What is that'favourablemoment'whichthe Buddhaurgesus
to grasp?Why doeshe congratulatethosewho 'haveseizedtheir
moment'and lamentthose'for whom the momentis passed'?'
The explanationlies in the traditionalsview of time. Illumination, or the goalof humanexistence,
in relation
is instantaneous
to the long cosmicjourney of passingtime. It is a comprehension of Reality which comes'in a flash' like lightning. This
favourablemoment or paradoxicalinstant suspendsduration
and placesthe recipient into a timelesspresent.This timeless
presentis paradoxicalin as much as it is qualitatively different
from that illusive 'profane' presentthat barely existsbtween
two non-entities,the pastand the future, and apparentlyceases
haveany
with our death.Neitherdoesthe'profane'experience
bearingon the prolongation,beyondtime, that the 'favourable
moment'brings,
whichcanbelikenedto a glance'outside'time.
For those of us who have been educatedin the 'values' of
modernWesternindustrial culture the traditional view of time
is as difficult to graspas is its unfoldment representedby the
traditionalsymbolismof astrology.
t Khondtitd; Samyuta Nikdya, w n5.
2Tradition in our present usage means the animating principle of a normal
society or the 'presiding idea' which underlies and inspires the whole life of
a people.

lior thc serious investigator, who is determined to get to the
roots o[ traditional principles this small book is a gold-mine. It
is specificalydrawn from the perspectiveof the Islamic contemplative tradition, committed to written form by Muhyiddin Ibn
'Arabi, and unfolds the timelessspectrumof the orders of being
as they relate to time and spacein 'our'world.
In this volume Titus Burckhardt hasdistilled the essentialsymlnlism underlying spiritual astrology - as in contradistinction
to divinatory astrology: '... for the individual curiosity, all
"oracle" remainsequivocaland may evenreinforce . . . error . . .'
As, '. . . man cannot remove the veil of his ignoranceexcept by
or through something which transcendshis individual will.' In
doing so he points with great clarity to the fundamental difference between this traditional viewpoint and the'individualist'
and 'historicist' viewpoint which contemporary Western opinion has inherited from the flood-tide of Aristotelianism, which
invaded the Middle Ages and has dominated its world feeling
ever since.So much so that few contemporary Western thinkers
would even know of, let alone take into consideration,the principle, so fundamental to the tradition representedby Plato, as
that of Perichoresis.This process,or 'permeation of the divine
presence',arisesfrom the'platonic' teaching that statesthat the
world of materiality is unequivocally dependentfor is being
and existenceon the principal first cause,and as such is merely
its furthest reflexion or exteriorised expression.As light both
causesand permeatesshadow,so the divine Presencepermeates,
through perichoresis, to the heart of all materiality. Aristotelianism assertsthat universalsonly have existencein so far as
they characterizeindividual concretethings - thereby implying
that universals only exist in the human mind that 'abstracts'
them from 'things'. This inversion of the teaching of Plato's
academy(that Aristotle left) gaverise to the eventual divorce of
mind from matter and spirit from body and soul due to the irreconcilability of individual 'thingness'with the traditional doc-

trine of the total permeabilityor efrusionof the divinepresence
recognisable
astheUniversals.
It is no mere chancethat lbn 'Arabi was surnamed'Sonof
Plato'(lbn Aflatun)because
of this fundamentalviewpointwithof the sens
in the revelationof Islam,that assertsthe dependence
ible world on the intelligibleworld, andthe intelligiblein return
on the ontologicalprinciple of Unity. To understandthe starting point of this perspectiveof spiritual astrologyone needsto
make a definitive effort of reorientation;for we 'moderns'are
almostunknowingly educatedin the totalitarian philosophical
empiricismof Aristotelianism.
The reward for the effort may not only opensomevery valuable doors onto the real significanceof astrologyin the traditional sensebut thosesamedoorsmay well leadout of the prison
of 'historicism' to that 'favourablemoment' where, as an integral person,we neither deny ourselvesour own historic mG
ment,nor consentto besolelyidentifiedwith it.
KETTH C R ITC H L OW
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Tsn wnrrrrN work of the 'greatest Master' (ash-shaikhalakbar) Sufi, Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi, contains certain considerations on astrology which permit one to perceive how this
science, which arrived in the modern occident only in a fragmentary form and reduced only to some of its most contingent
applications, could be related to metaphysical principles, there
by relating to a knowledge self-sufficient in itself. Astrology, as
it was spread through the Middle Ages within Christian and
Islamic civilizations and which still subsists in certain Arab
countries, owes its form to the Alexandrine hermeticism; it is
therefore neither Islamic nor Christian in its essence;it could
not in any casefind a place in the religious perspective of mono
theistic traditions, given that this perspective insists on the
responsibility of the individual before its Creator and avoids,
by this fact, all that could veil this relationship by considerations of intermediary causes.If, all the same,it were possibleto
integrate astrology into the Christian and Moslem esotericism,
it is because it perpetuated, vehicled by hermeticism, certain
aspects of a very primordial symbolism: the contemplative
penetration of cosmic atmosphere, and the identification of
spontaneousappearances- constant and rhythmic - of the sensible world with the eternal prototypes corresponding in fact
to a mentality as yet primitive, in the proper and positive sense
of this term. This implicit primordiality of the astrologicalsymbolism flares up in contact with spirituality, direct and univer-

sal, of a living esotericism,just like the scintillation of a precious stone flares up when it is exposed to the rays of light.
2)
Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi enclosesthe facts of the hermetic astrology in the edifice of his cosmology, which'he summarises by
means of a schemata of concentric spheres by taking, as the
starting point and as terms of comparison, the geocentric system of the planetary world as the Medieval world conceived it.
The 'subjective' polarisation of this system - we mean by that
the fact that the terrestrial position of the human being serving
as the fixed point to which will be related all the movements of
the stars - here symbolisesthe cennal role of man in the cosmic
whole, of which man is like the goal and the centre of gravity.
This symbolic perspective naturally does not depend upon the
purely physical or spatial reality, the only one envisaged by
modern astronomy, of the world of the stars; the geocentric
system, being in conformity with the reality as it presentsitself
immediately to the human eyes,containsin itself all the logical
coherence requisite to a body of knowledge for constituting an j
] exact science.The discovery of the heliocentric system, which
corresponds to a development both possible and homogeneous
but very particular to the empirical knowledge of the sensible
world, obviously could not prove anything against the central
cognition of the human being in the cosmos;only, the possibility of conceiving the planetary world as if one were contemplating it from the non-human position, and even as if one could
make abstraction of the existence of the human being - even
though its consciousness
still remains the'container'of all conproduced
had
ceptions an intellectual dis-equilibrium which
shows clearly that the 'artificial' extension of the empirical
knowledge has in it something of the abnormal, and that it is,
intellectually, not only indifferent but even detrimental.'
r ". . . The 'scientific errors' due to a collective subjectivity - for example
that of the human kind and the terrestrial beings in general seeing the sun
revolving around the earth - translate as true symbolism, and consequently
'truths', which are obviously independent of the simple facts which carry
IO

'l'he discoveryof heliocentricismhas had effecg resembling
certain vulgarisationsof esotericism;we are here thinking above
all of those inversions of point of view which are proper to
esoteric speculation;' the confrontation of respective symbolisms of geocentric and heliocentric systemsshows very well
what such an inversion is : in fact, the fact that the sun, source
of the light of the planets is equally the pole which rules their
movements, contains, like all existent things, an evident symbolism and represents in reality, always from a symbolic and

them in an altogetherprovisional manner; the subjectiveexperience,like thc
one we have just mentioned as an example, has obviously nothing of the
fortuitoqs.)It is'legitimate'for man to admit that the earth is flat, becausei
r empirically it is; on the other hand it is completely uselessto know that it
is round since this knowledge adds nothing to the symbolism of appearances,
but destroys it uselessly and replaces it by another which could never express the same reality, all the while posing the inconvenience of being contrary to the immediate and general human experience. The knowledge of
facts for themselvesdo not have, outside the interested scientific applications,
any value; in other words one is either situated in the absolute reality, and in
that casethe facts are no longer anything, or one is situated in the domain of
facts, and then in any case in ignorance. Aside from that, one must say again
that the destruction of the natural and irnmediate s)'mbolism of facts - such
as the flat form of the earth or the circular movement of the sun - brings
about
serious inconvenience for the civilisation wherein they are produced,
,
I which is fully demonstrated by the example of the occidental civilizations."
(Frithjof Schuon; 'Fatalitd et Progrts', in Etudes Traditionelles.)
2There are indices that allow one to suppose that the Pythagoricians already knew of the heliocentric system. It is not excluded that this knowledge
was always maintained, and that the discovery of Copernicus is in reality
nothing other than a simple vulgarisation, like so many other 'discoveries'
of the Renaissance.
Copernicus himself reiers, in his preface - addressedto Pope Paul III - to
his fundamental book, On the Orbits of the Celenial Bodies, to Hicetas of
Syracuse and to certain citations of Plutarch. Hicetas was a Pythagorician;
and Aristotle, in his book, Ot the Sky, saysthat "The Italic philosophers,who
are called Pythagoricians, are of a contrary opinion to most other physicians,
because they affirm that the centre of the world is occupied by the fue,
whereas the earth, which is a star, moves in a circle around this centre, thus
causing day and night." Aristarcus of Samos,astronomer in Alexandria about
z5o rc, taught equally the heliocentric system; in the same way Al-Bir0nl,
the famous Moslem compiler of Hindu traditions, recounts that certain Indian sageshold that the earth turns around the sun,
II

spiritualpoint of view, a complcmentarypoint of view to that
of the geocentricastronomy.t

MuhyiddinIbn'Arabi englobes
in a certainfashionthe essential reality of heliocentricismin his cosmologicaledifice: like
Ptolemy and like thoseall through the Middle Ageshe assigns
to the sun, which he comparesto the 'pole' (gutb) and to the
'heart of the world' (qalbal-'6larn),a centralpositionin the hierarchy of the celestialspheres,and this by assigningequalnumbersof superiorskiesand inferior skiesto the sky of the sun;
he amplifiesneverthelessthe systemof ptolemy by yet again
underlining the symmetry of the sphereswith respectto the
sun: accordingto his cosmological
system,which he probably
holdsfrom the AndalusianSufiIbn Masarrah,the sun is not only
in the centreof the six known planets- Mars (af-mirikft),Jupiter (al-mushtari)and Saturn(az-zuhal)beingfurther away from
the Earth (al-ardhl than the Sun (ash-sfiams),
and Venus (ozzuhrah), Mercury @I-utarid)and the Moon (al-qamar)being
closer- but beyondthe sky of Saturnis situatedthe vault of the
sky of the fixed stars (fclak al-kawdkibl, that of the sky without stars (aI-IaIak al-atlas),and the two supremespheresof
the 'Divine Pedestal'(al-kursi)and of the 'Divine Throne, (aI'arsh), concentic spheresto which symetrically correspond
the four sub-lunarspheresof ether (al-athir),of air (al-hawd),of.
water (al-md)and of earth (al-ardh).Thus is apportionedseven
degreesto either side of the sphereof the sun, the Divine
(Throne)symbolisingthe synthesisof all the cosmos,and the
cenue of the earth being thereof both the inferior conclusion
andthe centreof fixation.
I That which renders irreconcilable the two systems is obviously not their
'optic'side, but the theory on gravitation related to the heliocentric system.
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It goeswithout saying, that among all the spheresof this
hierarchy, only the planetary spheresand those of the fixed
starscorrespondassuchto the sensibleexperience,eventhough
they strouldnot be envisagedonly within this relationship;as
to the sublunary spheresof ether - which do not signify here
the quintessence,but the cosmic centre in which the fire is re'
absorbed- of air andof water,oneshouldratherseea theoretical
hierarchy according to the degreesof density, rather than
spatial spheres.As for the supremespheresof the 'Divine
Pedestal'and the 'Throne'- the former containingthe skiesand
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the earth,an<lthe larrerenglobingall things,* their spherical
form is purely symbolic,and they mark the passage
from astro
nomy to metaphysicaland integralcosmology:'the sky without Stars (al-falak al-atlas\,which is a 'void', and which
becauseof this fact is no more spatial, but rather marks the
'end' of space,alsomarksby that the discontinuityberweenthe
formal and informal; in fact ttris appearslike a 'nothingness'
from the formal point of view, whereasthe principial appears
like a 'nothingness'from the point of view of the manifested.
One would have understoodthat this passingfrom the asfro
nomic point of view to the cosmologicaland metaphysicalpoint
of view hasin it nothingof the arbitrary: the distinctionbetween
the visiblesky and a sky avoidingour view is real,evenif its ap
plication is nothing but symbolic,and the 'invisible' here spontaneously becomesthe 'transcendent',in conformity with
Orientalsymbolism;the spheresof informal manifestation- the
'Throne' and the 'Pedestal'- are expresslycalledthe 'invisible
world' ('6lam al-ghaib),the word gha'ibmeaningall that is be
yond the reachof our vision,which showsthis symboliccorrespondencebetweenthe 'invisible' and the 'transcendent'.
The 'Pedestal',on which areplacedthe 'feet' of the Onewho
is sitting on the 'Throne', representsthe first 'polarisation',or
distinctive determinationwith respectto formal manifestation
- determinationwhich comprisesan'affirmation'and a 'negation' to which correspond,in the RevealedBook, the Commandment(al-amr)andthe Prohibition(an-nah\.

1 .l-he sky without stars (al-talak al-atlas) is also the sky of I
the twelve 'towers' (bur0il or 'signs'of the zodiac;and theseare
not identical with the rz zodiacal constellationscontained in
the sky of the fixed stars (talak al-kawdkib or falak al-manflzill,
but represent 'virtual determinations' (maqddir) of the celestial
space and are not differentiated except by their relationship
to planetary 'stations' or 'mansions' (manflzil) projected on the 1
lsky of the fixed stars. Here there is a very important point for
the understanding of Arab and occidental astrology; we shall
return to it later on.
-The
I
traditional cosmology doesnot make an explicit differen- /
tiation between the planetary skies in their corporal and visible
reality, and that which correspondsto them in the subtle order;
because the symbol is essentially identified with the thing it
symbolises, and there is no reason for making a distinction between the one and the other, except where this distinction can
be made practically, and finally that the derived aspect can be
taken separately for the whole, as happens when the corporal
form of a living being is taken for the whole being; whereas in the case of the planetary rhythms - becauseit is these
that constitute the different 'skies' - this distinction cannot be
made except by the theoretical application of mechanical conceptions which are foreign to the contemplative mentality of
i traditional civilisations.o
_l

The planetaryspheresare thereforeat the sametime part of
the corporal world, and degreesof the subtle world; the Sky
without stars,which is the extremelimit of the sensibleworld,
symbolicallyenvelopesall humanstatesincluding all the superior 'prolongations'of this state; the Sfteikfi al-akbar in fact
situatesthe paradisiacstates between the sky of fixed stars

.As the Koran teaches. According to an expr€ssion of the prophet
thb
world is contained in the 'Divine Pedestal' and this itself is contained in the
Throne'like a ring in an earth mould.
5In certain symbolic schemata of Shei&i alqkbar, one finds other spheres
larger than that of the Throne', this symbolism naturally being susceptible
of an extension more or less great; meanwhile the hierarchy that we have
just enumerated represents in itself a complete wholg because the .Divine
Throne' englobes all manifestation. This is what Muhyiddin lbn Arabi
teaches, in conformity to the Koran, in the 'Revelations of Mecca' al-tutuhat
al-makkiyah); in other writings he will speak of a whole hierarchy of differ,
ent 'Thrones' which constitute the principal degrees of informal Existence.

,ie Thus the Indians of N. America who hold no theories on electricty, can]
see in the lightning the power itself of the 'Lightning Bird', which is the
Divine Spirit in macrocosmic manifestation: there are even caseswhere the
percussion of the lightning gives spiritual powers, which would not be possible for Europeanswho are in the habit of mentally separating sensibleforms
l-from their'supernatural'archetypes.
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and the sky without stars - or the sky of the zodiacal'Towers'
- the superior paradises touching so to speak upon the informal
existence, though remaining circumscribed by the subtle form
of the human being. The sky of the zodiacal'towers'tlerefore,
with respect to the integral human state, is the 'place' of the
archetypes.t

That which is situated beyond the skies of the fixed stars, between this latter and the skies without stars is maintained in
pure duration, whereas that which is below the sky of the fixed
stars is subjected to generation and corruption. It may seemthat
the sphere of the supreme sky, which is the primum mobile,
is identified with the incorruptible world, whereas movement
evolves necessarily in time. But that which one must remember
here is that the revolution of the most vast sky, being itself the
fundamental measure of time according to which all other
movement is measured,cannot iself be susceptibleto temporal
measure, which corresponds to the indifferentiation of pure
duration. Just as the concentric movements of the stars are differentiated within the order of their successivedependance,in
the same way the temporal condition becomesprecise, or contracts in some way, according to the measure where it interferes with the spatial condition; and by analogy, the different
spheresof the planetary worlds - or more exactly the rhythms
of their revolutions - graduating starting with the indefinable
limits of this spaceuntil the terrestrial centre, can be considered
asso many successivedegreesof the temporal'contraction'.8
7It has to do with the cosmological definition of the paradisiac states, and
not with their implicit symbolism which makes it that their descriptions can
be transposed to the highest degreesof existence and even to the pure Being,
since one speaks, in sufic language, of the 'paradise of the Essence'(diannot
adh-dhAt).
8For this reason, the astrological hierarchy of the planetary sky situates
Mercury between Venus and the Earth since Mercury moves more rapidly
than Venus, and this in spite of the fact that Venus is closer to the Earth,
and Mercury closer to the Sun.

t6
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AsrRolocrcAL syMBoLrsM residesin 'points of junction;i
of the fundamental conditions of the sensibleworld, and especially in the junctions of time, space and number. We know
that the definition of the regions or parts of the great sphere of
the sky without stars by meansof referencepoins that the fixed
stars offer coincide in astronomy, with the definition of divisions of time. Now, the limit-sphere of the sky is not measurable
except by reasonof the directions of the space;when one speaks
of parts of the sky one does no other than define the directions;
on the other hand, these are the expressionsof the qualitative
nature of the space,so that the limits of the spatial indefinity are
reintegrated in some ways in the qualitative aspect in question,
the whole of the directions that radiate from one centre vir- r
gtually containing all the posible spatial determinations.'The i
/extreme and indefinite expansion of these directions is the vault
of the sky without stars and their centre is each living being
which is on earth, without the 'perspective' of the directions
changing from one individual to the other, becauseour visual
axes coincide without confusion when we fix our gaze on one
point of the celestial vault - in which is expressed obviously
a coincidence of the microcosmic point of view with the macrocosmic 'point of view'.r One must distinguish these 'objective't
r cf. the chapter on qualified space in Le regne de la quantit(
et les signes
des temps of Ren6 Gudnon.
2This coincidence of perspectiveshappens not only when
one looks at one
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r directions,that is to say equalfor all the terrestrialbeingslooking at the sky at the sametemporalinstant, and the directions
one can call 'subjective'becausetheseare determinedby the
individual zenith and the nadir; we will point out in passing
that it is preciselythis comparisonbetweenthesetwo orders
of the directionsof the celestialspacethat is the basisof the
horoscope.The indefinity of the directionsof the spaceis in
itself undifferentiated,tve meanto say that they have in them
virtually all the spatll relationspossiblewithout it being pos-l
I sibleto definethem,lBut the qualitiesof thesedirectionsof the
celestialspaceare interdependent;we meanthat[s soonasondl
ldirection of the celestialspace- or point of the limit-sphere
to it - is defined,the wholeof the other direcwhich corresponds
tions becomedifferentiatedand polarisedwith respectto that
one. It is in this sensethat the Mastersaysthat the divisionsof
the sky without starsor the sky of the zodiacal'towers' are 'lrirtual determinationswhich are not differentiatedexceptwith re- l
the fixed
lpect to the sky of the 'stations'of the stars.:However,
points of the sky of the 'stations' are aboveall the respective
polesof the diurnal revolution of the sky (or of the earth) and
of the annualcycle of the sun, and are consequentlythe points

that the divergenceof thesepoles determineon the ecliptic,
that is to say the two equinoxes,points of intersectionof the
solar orbit with the equator, on the one hand, and the two
solstices,extremepoints of the two phases,ascendantand descendantof the solar cycle,on the other hand.As soonasthese
four points of the ecliptic are fixed, the other eight zodiacal
divisionsrespondto theseby virtue of the ternary and senary
partitions which are naturally inherent to the circle, as is expressedin the relationshipbetweenthe rays and the proportions of the hexagoninscribedin the circle.Then it is asthough
a spontaneouscrystallisationof spatial relations is produced,
each point of the quaternary evokestwo other points of a
trigon, which in their turn repeat the relation in 'square',so
that the division of the circle by four is thus integratedand
compensated
by a'congenital'synthesisto the'universal'nature
of the cycle,accordingto the formula S x 4: 4 x 3 : rz.
If the two great circles,that of the celestialequatorand that
of the solar cycle, coincided,there would be no manifestation
of the seasons.
The divergenceof the rwo great celestialcycles
evidently expressestherefore the rupture of the equilibrium

i point of the sky-limit, but even when one fixes on a planet. lt is expressed
in current experience according to which each spectator who looks at the
sun rising or setting on the other side of an expanse of water seesthe 'paths'
of the rays reflected in the water coming directly towards him; when the
spectator moves to another point, this luminous path follows him. - Let us
note in passing that the North American Indians consider this luminous path,
reflected on water by the rays of the setting sun, a path for the souls on their r
, return to the world of their anc3glors; in fict, one can see in this a'horizon-J
[al' projection of 'solar rays-',,iwhich, according to the Hindu symbolism,
representsthe tie by which each particular individual is attached directly to
his principal. We know that the sacred texts of Hinduism describe this ray
as going from the 'crown' of the head to the sun. The same symbolism implying at the same time the idea of a direct tie and that of the'Divine Way'
- can be found in this passagefrom the Sura of HOd: 'There does not exist a
living being whom He (Alloi) does not hold by his forlock; in uuth my
Lord is on a straight path'. - Like the 'Divine Way', the direction which goes
from any one of the terrestrial beings to a determined point of the celestial
vault is at the same time unioue for each and the same for all.

Generationof the Zodiacalduodenary
by the squareand the trigon.
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which engendersa certain order of manifestation, that is to say
that of contr.rsts and of complementaries; and the four cardinal
points determined by this divergence are obviously the signs or
the marks of this contrast. Ibn 'Arabi identifies the zodiacal
quaternary with that of the qualities or fundamental tendencies of the total or universal Nature (at-tabi'ah), which is the
root of all the differentiations. Irt us add, to prevent all possible misunderstanding, that the Total Nature such as the Master envisages is not the Universal Substanceas such, the first
passiveprinciple that the Hindu doctrine calls Prakrici and that
Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi designateseither by the term of al-habi
('Substance'),or by al-'unsur al-a'zam ('supreme Element'), but
that it is a direct determination envisaged more particularly
under its aspect of 'maternity' with regard to the creatures.
The Universal Nature, non-manifested in itself, manifests itself
by four qualities or fundamental tendencies which appear in
the sensible order as heat and cold, dryness and humidity. The
heat and cold are active qualities opposed one to the other;
they manifest also as expansive forces and contractive forces;
they determine the pair of passive qualities, the dryness and
humidity. Taken to the four cardinal points of the zodiac, the
cold corresponds to the two solstices, which reflect in some
ways the polar contraction, whereas the heat corresponds to
the two equinoxes which are situated on the equator, pitch of
the expansion of the celestial movements. Becauseof this fact,
the cardinal signs succeedeach other by contrasts; but the passive qualities of dryness and humidity tie together two pairs
of these. The four tendencies or qualities of Nature are joined
two by two in the nature of the four elements or foundation
of the sensibleworld, produced starting with the terrestrial sub
stance: earth is cold and dry, water is cold and humid, air is
humid and hot, fire is hot and dry. If one attributes these elementary qualities to the signs of the zodiac saying that Aries is

ttains only the celestial models of the four elements and that
these models remain composed of four tendencies of the Total
just as Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi points out.
lNature,
The quaternary of the fundamental tendencies of the Total
Nature should be multiplied, according to Muhyiddin lbn
'Arabi, by the ternary whose cosmic congenitors are the three
movements or principial orientations of the First Intellect or
Universal Spirit (al- 'aql), or even under another relationship, the
three worlds, that is to say, the present world, the future world
and the intermediary state of barzakh.'The three movementsor
orientations of the Spirit are : the descendingmovement, which
obviously recedesfrom the Principle and which measuresthe
depths (al:umq) of the possible; the expansive movement,
which measuresits amplitude or width (aL-'urd);the movement
of return towards the origin, which is directive in the senseof
the exaltation or the height (at-tfil).This ternary of the Spirit is
superior to the quaternary of the Nature; if it appearshere in
the secondplace, this is becausethe differentiationsof the zodi
acal sky of the archetypes proceed from manifested contrasts to
arrive at their reintegration in the perfect synthesis.As a result
of this reintegration all multiplication, all points of the zodiac
which happen to be in relation to the trigon have the same
elementary nature but are distinguishedby the qualities relevant to the ternary of the Spirit; and all the points which happen to be in relation to the square have the same spiritual
quality but are differentiatedby the elementarycontrasts.From
this one can already deducethe different charactersof the 'aspects' or reciprocal positionsof the planetson the ecliptic : the
relation in right anglesnecessarilydenotescontrast,in the same
rvay that opposition signifies opposition; the trigon is the expression of a perfect synthesis, and the sextile, that is to say the

3The traditional medicine of the Moslem world reduces all the illnesses to
so many manifestationsof disequilibrium of these four tendencies.

'Du barzakh',
'On the different significances of this word, see our article
in Etudes T raditionelles D ec. rg17.
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of igneousnature, Canceraqueous,Libra aerial and Capricorn
earthly,bne must take accountof the fact that the zodiaccon_-_- -
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position at an angle of 6o degrees,expressesan affinity. Applied
to the nature of the cycle, the three principial movements of
the Spirit can no more be compared to the three dimensions of
depth, amplitude and height, but they appear in accordance
with a reflection conforming to this nature: the only tendency
which is directly manifested in the cyclic order is that of the
expansion in amplitude, becausethe cycle is before anything
else an image of the development of all the possibilities implied
in the amplitude of a degree of manifestation. In conformity
with this, the cardinal signs, critical regions of the solar cycle,
are called 'mobiles' (munqalib), that is to say dynamics or expansives. As for the descendent movements of the Spirit, it is
translated in the cyclic order by fixation (suk0n),and it is because of this 'movement' that the world subsistsas such. At
last, the spiritual movements of return towards the origin is
reflected in the plane of the zodiacal cycle by the synthesis of
the two other orientations, and the signs co-ordinated with
them are called 'doubles' or 'synthetics' (dhri ishtirflh). We
ought to point out in passingthat these ternary determinations
of the zodiac come from an altogether different perspective on
the symbolism of the two phases,ascendentand descendent,of
the solar cycle, a symbolism which can evidently be attached to
the two movements or opposed orientations of the Spirit; but
here it has to do with a dualism which is related to a cyclic
movement, whereas the ternary that we have just described is
attached to an 'existential' determination of the cycle. The
expression of 'movement' to indicate the orientations of the
Universal Spirit, should be taken in a purely symbolic sense.
As to the correspondenceswith the three worlds or degrees
of human existence, such as appear in the symbolism of the
angelic functions to which are related the twelve zodiacalsigns,
a symbolism which we have extracted from the book 'The Tie
which Retains the Departing' ('uglat al-mustawfiz) of Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi, as to these correspondences,as we were saying,
they should be understood starting with the reflections of the

intellectualterrain in the nature of the cycle, and accordingto
the perspectiveof the production of these three worlds. This
:xplains whfit is nottthe 'synthetic' signsattributed to thJ l
lascendentorientation of Spirit, which regulate the relatively
superior world, that is to say the intempord degreesof the
human state,but the 'fixed' signs;on the other hand it is evident that it is the 'mobile' signs which are related to the
developmentof the states of this world. As to the synthetic
signsor 'doubles',they correspondto the intermediary worlds
(the banakh of the Islamic theology, the Christian Purgatory
and the Tibetan bardo),or again,accordingto a slightly different perspective,to the synthesisof the spiritual immutability
and psychic expansivity in the corporal composition- in the
samemanner as the production of the alchemicalsalt by the
of mercury.
--i
funion of sulphurand
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I. M OBIL E SIGN S

Aries is of hot and dry nature (igneous).Its angelholds the
keys of the creationof qualitiesand of accidents.
Its angelholds
Canceris of cold and humid nature (aqueous).
the keysof the creationof this world.
Libra is of hot and humid nature (aerial).Its angelholds the
and of changes.
keys of the creationof states(ephemeral)
Capricornis of cold and dry nature (earthly).Its angelholds
the keysof day andnight.
II.

FIX E D

S IGN S

Taurus is of cold and dry nature (earthly). Its angel holds the
keys of the creation of paradise and of hell, and it is under the
terror of the Majesty (haybahl.
Leo is of hot and dry nature (igneous). Is angel is generous
(&arim); he holds the keys of the creation of the future world.
Scorpio is of cold and humid nature (aqueous).Its angel holds
the keys of the creation of fire (infernal).

Aquarius is of hot and humid nature (aerial). Its angel is generous, and is under the terror of the Majesty; he holds the keys
of the spirits.
III.

S Y NT HET IC

SIGNS

Gemini are of hot and humid nature (aerial). Their angel
rules the bodies in communion with the rectors of the other
double signs; he holds in particular the key to the creation of
metals.
Virgo is of cold and dry nature (terrestrial). Its angel rules, in
communion with the other double signs,the bodies, and in particular the human body.
Sagittariusis of hot and dry nature (igneous).Its angel is generous; it rules the luminous bodies and the tenebrous bodies,
and it holds in particular the key to the creation of plants.
Piscesare of cold and humid nature (aqueous).Their angel
rules, in communion with the other angelsof bodies,luminous
bodies and the tenebrousbodies and in particular it holds the
keys to the creation of animals.
We have now exposed, in general terms, the differentiation
of the twelve regions of the zodiac of the skyJimit, beginning
with the fixed points of the solar cycle. We shall again point out
that ithis way of conceiving the division of the zodiac justifies l
' the manner currently employed in Arab and Occidental astrology of situating the twelve signs;this manner consistsof counting twelve equal parts, beginning with the Spring Equinox, with
abstraction made of the situation of the constellationscarrying
the same names as the signs; because,due to the precession of
the equinoxes, each of which makes the tour of the whole skyl
i ir-rabout 26,oc,0years,ia discrepancy has resulted of nearly a
whole'sign'between the situation of the constellationsand the
parts of the zodiac having the same name; the constellation of
Aries, for example, is today to be found in the 'sign' of Taurus.
One could bring up the question of knowing whether the form
of these goupings of the fixed stars, which were at the origin
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points of reference for the determination of the twelve parts of
the solar cycle, is indifferent with respect to the meaning of
these; yet surely there is analogy between the denomination of
the zodiacal signs and these groupings of srars on the ecliptic:
the constellation of Gemini is characterised effectively by a
couple of twin stars; that of Taurus contains a triangle resembling the head of the animal, and the shapesof Scorpio and of
Leo can be recognised in the constellations of the same names,
even though other interpretations of thesegroupings are equally
conceivable. On the other hand, it is quite likely that during the
first fixation of the astrological symbols the resemblanceswere
more striking, because certain 'fixed' stars must surely have
moved since that very far distant time,s as Muhyiddin lbn'Arabi
points out by referring to certain stellar representations on
the monuments of ancient Egypt. Originally, the symbolic imagesattributed to the twelve parts of the solar cycle would have
presented a synthesis between, on the one hand, the spiritual
significance of these determinations of celestial space, and on
the other hand, the possible interpretations of the groups of
stars of the twelve constellations, the former playing an essential role, and the latent combinations of groups of stars - including their colours and their intensities - a potential role; once the
fixation is done it would be imprinted in the collective memory
by virtue of its originality both spiritual and imaginative; and
this is in fact a particularly adequate image of a certain order
of inspirations.
On the other hand, the precessionof equinoxes, which constitute the major astronomical cycle, must necessarily play a role
in the astrological symbolism, and the change of the place of the
zodiacal constellations ought to be a part of its significance, to
which matter we shall return later.
5The last coincidence of the zodiacal signs with the constellations
of the
same signs took place in the first century of the Christian era but it is probable that the denomination of the twelve constellations dates from a preceding coincidence. We shall come back to this matter.
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THe Hs,evEN of the fixed starg which is contained in the
sphere of the 'towers' of the zodiac, is called the heaven of
the 'stations' (man6zil), becausethe movements of the planets
project themselvesupon it. The seven planets, which rePresent
the cosmic intermediaries between the immutable world of the
archetypes and the earthly centre, actualise, by their combined
rhythms and the reciprocal positions which ensue, the spatial
relations virtually contained in the indefinite sphere of the skylimit, the sphere being no other than the totality of the directions of the spaceand hence the image of the universe.'
The modern astrologerswould like to have it that the planets
act on earth through rays of force, and they mean this in the
material or quasi-material sense, because inevitably this introduces into astrology something of the modern concePtions
of causality; and thence the residueof the sciencetakes on the
aspectof a true superstition.The need for causality dependson
the general preoccupations of an era; it is true that it is always
logical in the essence,becausethat which gives causal linkage
its convincing character resides equally in the unity of the
thought and in the nature of the things; but at the same time,
the need for qausality substantially dependson the mental level
which is mechanisticor imaginative, reasoningor intuitive. As
the mental horizon cannot englobe at a given time, except a cerr Whence the etymological derivation of the term 'universe' from orbis
universum.
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tain order of realities, the causal argument of an era mentally
different, it appears insufficient or even drlfective, becauseone
can see the limits of its development only in the senseof an
ulterior investigation; one forgets only too easily that all causal
linkage within manifestation is essentially symbolic,, and that
the most vast and the most adequate conception of causality is
precisely the one which is conscious of this symbolism and
which considers all things within the relationship of the .Unity
of Existence' (wohdat-al-wujud). On the other hand, one must
tell oneself that the essential reality of an intellectual perspective does not hinder its mental expression from remaining subject to the relativity of the exterior modes of knowledge; thus,
for instance, Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi affirms of the sun - ihe
l'heart of the world'- that it communicateslight to all the other
stars, including the fixed stars, and that it iBelf is illuminated
by the direct and incessantirradiation of a Divine Revelation.g
This conception is essentially true, in the sensethat all sensible light has its source in the intelligible light of which the
sun is the most evident symbol; it is also true in the sensethat
the lights of the stars are of the same substance,as all modern
astronomers recognise; and finally it is true that the sun communicates its light to all the planets. As to the fixed stars, one
is today convinced that they represent sourcesof light independent of the sun, and on this point the conception of Muhyiddin
Ibn 'Arabi may appear mistaken; however the function of a
Master in Metaphysics does not necessarily imply a distinctive
knowledge of all the domains of nature, and Ibn 'Arabi could
not have envisaged the symbolism of astronomical knowledge
in any other way than it presented itself to him. Of course this
does not mean that his theory is no longer viable once one
/accepts that the fixed stars are autonomous lights in the sen2That is to say, the 'secondary causes' are nothing but the reflections
of
'first cause' and have no reality of their own.
tle
,
3It is a significant fact that the eye cannot look at
the sun - which
, illuminates the whole world - without being dazded,
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sible order, becausethe distinction between the totality of the
stars ruled by the sun and the multitude of the fixed stars ap
pears only like a differentiation of the same symbolism, in the
sense that the sun represents the centre of radiation of the
Divine Light for a determined world, whereas the fixed stars
symbolise the interferences of the light of a superior world;
but even in this caseone could say that the light which radiates
from the sun is the same as that which illuminates all the celestial bodies.
This diversion of different perspectives, according to which
one can envisage the cosmic causality, was necessaryso as to
situate the role of the planets in astrology and to make clear
what one should understandby the influenceof their radiation.
Whatever may be the material or subtle effects of their rays, the
contemplative penetration of the'physiognomy' of the cosmos
considers them more directly as modes of the Intellect in its
macrocosmic manifestation, modes which realise or measure
the possibilities contained in the indefinite sphere. The celestial
spacein which the planets describe their revolutions represents
in some ways the extreme limis of the sensibleworld, and these
limits are inversely analogousto the centre which is man himself, just as we have already pointed out by considering the
'objective' character of the spatial directions radiating from
each human being towards the same point of the sky-limit;r becauseof this inverse analogy, the modes of the Cosmic Intellect
represented by the stars are 'existential' instead of being .intelligent', this last word to be taken in the senseof the active
intelligence manifesting in man; here we refer to the polarity
of 'existence' and'intelligence' in the Being.u
. There will perhaps be obiections that the
directions which we call
'objective' only depend upon the'collective subjectivity'; but in the order
of direct and spontaneous sensory perception, on which this symbolism in
questionis based,this 'collectivesubjectivity'is the equivalentof.objectivity'.
see Frithjof schuon on this matter in his article entitled Fatalit€ et ?rogrds;
the passagewe have reproduced as a footnote earlier in this study.
5cf. Frithjof schuon's article: 'Transcendence
et universalitd de l,Esoterism'
in the Erudes Traditionelles of October to November 1945.
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This intellectual nature of the planets is expressed- always
becauseof that same inverse analogy with reference to the
active intelligence- in the regularity and rhythmic continuity
of their movements.Their luminous nature dependson the
samesymbolism;on the other hand, the propagationof light
is so to speak'geometric' and correspondsto the actualisation
of the directionsand spatial relations.It is necessaryto understandwell that the symbolismdoesnot envisagethe situation
of the planets in the quantitatively measurablespace;their
'aspects'aredeterminedby their projectionon the zodiac,that
is to say, by reasonof the directionsof the space,the centre
of which is the terrestrial human being. As to the directions
of the space,their definition is obviously not quantitativebut
alwaysrelative to the indivisibleunity of the indefinitesphere
of the extremesky.
Of all the 'mobile' stars,only the movementsof the Sunand
the Moon can be representd by regular circles on the sky of
the fixed stars,becausethe apparentorbits of the other planets
areruled at the sametime by the solarcentreand the terrestrial
centre,so that they revolvein combinedmovements.TtrereiJ, r
,-then,a simpleinteractionbetweenthe solar rhythms and those
of the moon; this latter traversesthe zodiacin z8 daysandit is
assignedz8 stationsor houseswhich are spreadin an unequal
but rhythmic fashionover the twelve paths of the zodiac,and
which one counts beginning with the Spring Equinox. The
true beginningof thelunar cycle,which expresses
itself through
the succession
lunations,
does
of
not always coincidewith the
point of the equinox; becausethe two points of interception
of the lunar orbit with the solar cycle, which are called the
'head' and the 'tail' of the dragon,describesin r8 yearsthe
circle of all the 'sky of stations'.The fixing of the mansions
of the moon, therefore,consistsof a sort of symbolicsummary
gt th. real rhythms.c
6The Hindu astrology considers only z7 lunar mansions, the course of the
Moon around the sky not taking place in complete numbers of days, so that
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In the relationship between the lunar mansions and the
zodiac is manifestedan evident numerical symbolism; we have
shown how the zodiacal duodenary presents itself as a product
of the multiplication of the quaternary by the ternary; however, multiplication symbolisesthe mode of distinction peculiar
to the world of arcb,etypes,becausethese are not differentiated
by mutual exclusion but in the manner of mirrors that reflect
each other and do not differ except by their reciprocal position.
'The sa-e numbers 3 and 4 composealso the number of the seven
planets of astrology; and as the planets are the intermediaries between the sky of the archetypes and the earth, their distinction is that of a hierarchy and contains the principles of the
ternary and of the quaternary according to the gradual order.
As to the number zB of the housesof the moon, this is obtained
by the Pythagorician sum of numbers from r to 7, with signifies
that the lunar rhythm develops or exposes, in a successive
mode, all the possibilities contained in the archetypes and transmitted, by the hierarchy of the intermediaries, to the sphere
which immediately surrounds the terrestrial centre.
- The relation between the Sun and the Moon is analogous to
that which holds between the Pure Intellect and its reflection
in the human form. This also finds its most evident expression
in the fact that the Moon reflects the radiation of the Sun in
the manner of a mirror, and that the cycle of the lunations is
like a'discursive' development of this radiation. But the same
symbolism appears also in the relationship of the movements
of the two astral bodies; we have already exposed above that it
is the Sun which by ia movements actualises or measuresthe
virtual determinations of the zodiacal sky of archetypes, be'

icause without the fixed points of the solar cycle the directions I
of the sky without stars would be undefinable. The Sun measures, therefore, the celestial sPacein an active fashion, in the
same way that the essential act of the Intellect represents the
tiat lux which extracts the world of shadows from the potery
'
[_tialindifferentiation;,on the other hand, the Moon measuresthe
sky passively by traversing the solar zodiac; she is subject at
the same time to the determinations of the directions of celestial spaceand to the directions of the solar rays, a double dependence which translates itself in her luminous phases and in
the regular rhythm of the r8 years, according to which her
cycle is displaced in relation to that of the zodiac. We shall see
later on that the directions of space,whose influence the Moon
suffers one by one, correspond to so many qualities of the Being.
The fact that the Moon is the receptacle for all the influences
that she collects to transmit to the Earth is also shown by the
degree which corresponds to the Moon in the hierarchy of the
prophetic function; the Islamic esotericism, we know, 'situates'
these functions symbolically in the different Planetary skies.
According to this orderof correspondences,which however cannot be understood except within their spiritual perspective and
in some way within the 'cyclic'of Islam,?Abraham (Seyid-na
Ibrahim) residesin the sky of Saturn, Moses (Seyid-naMusa) in
that of Jupiter, Aaron (Seyid-na Harun) in that of Mars, Enoch
(Seyid-na ldrrs) in that of the Sun, Joseph (Seyid-na Yusuf) in
that of Venus, Jesus (Seyid-na'lsa) in that of Mercury and
Adam (Seyid-na Adam) in that of the Moon. There is in this
hierarchy the same relationship between Enoch and Adam as
exists between the'transcendent man' (shoenien) and the 'true
man' (chen ;en) in the Taoist doctrine: Enoch residesin the

the symbolic summary of its cycle can either be taken up to 28 days or
reduced to z7 days. On the other hand, the Hindu astrologers do not situate
the beginning of the lunar cycle at the point of the actual vernal, but at
the point of the sky of fixed stars, which coincided at the time of the
last coincidence between the zodiacal signs and the synonymous constella'
tions, with the Spring Equinox. We shall come back on this difference of
points of view.

7From this one could conclude that the spiritual interpretation of astrology could not be transferred from one tradition to another. Not only does
this interpretation belong to an intellectual perspective proper to a tradi'
tion, but even the validity of its divinatory applications depends in a cer'
tain measure on the homogeneity of the subtle atmosphere ruled by the
spiritual influence of the envisagedtradition.
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Sun because he represents the 'divine man' par excellence,
or the first 'spiritual great' of the sons of Adam, and consequently the 'historic prototype' of all men that have realised God. As for Adam, he is the 'primordial man' or,
according to the expression of Ibn 'Arabi, the 'unique man'
(c/-rnsanal-mutrod, as opposedto al-insan al-kdmil, the 'universal man'), that is to say he is the representativepar excellence
of the cosmic quality which belongsto man alone, and which
expressesitself in the role of the mediator between 'earth' and
'Heaven'. Ibn 'Arabi compares tle Moon to the heart of the
'unique man', which receives the revelation (rajcili) of the
Divine Essence(dhat); this heart changesform continually according to the different 'essentialtruths' (haqdiq)which leave
successivelytherein their imprint. The fact that the Master
speaksof the heart indicatesthat here it has to do not with the
mental, a faculty purely discursive,but on the contrary, with
the central organ of the soul; the continual change of form
which this heart undergoesshould not be confused with the
translation in discursive mode, operated by the mental, of a
spiritual knowledge, even though the central and mediatorial
role of reason evidently relates to the same cosmic quality
which characterisesthe human being. From another point of
descriptionof this continual renewing of the heart, oi-1
Syjh.
of its form, shows that it is not identical under all its asiii6i.
pects to the transcendentpole of the being - the Intellect - and
that it is as if it were circumscribedby the limits of the individual substance,which, this latter, could not receive simultaneously all the aspectsimplied in the inexhaustibleactuality of the
'EssentialRevelation' (taialli dhati); becauseof this the subtle
form of tle heart changesall the time, successivelyanswering
all the directions or spiritual polarisations,and this changeis at
t, , .
{pnce comparableboth to a pulsation and to phasesof the Moon. /
The incessantevolution in the forms is like the exterior and in1
versedimage of the immutable interior orientation of the heart
of the 'unique man', because,being always open only to the

transcendent Unity, and being always conscious of what It
alone reveals in all the qualities of the Intellectual Light, the
heart could never remain closed or immobilised in one single
form; and it is precisely in this that the double aspectof the role
of the mediator proper to the human heart consists.
it is to this faculty of mediation that relates the trans]l
[Now,
formation of the primordial sound, which is the vehicle of the
spiritual revelation, in articulated language. It is for this reason
that Islamic esotericism establishesa correspondencebetween
the z8 mansions of the Moon and the z8 letters or sounds of 1
sacredlanguage-.
fllt is not like people think,' - says Muhyid!!re
din Ibn 'Arabi, - 'that the mansions of the Moon represent the
models of the letters; it is the z8 sounds which determine the
lunar mansions." These sounds represent in fact the microcosmic and human expression of the essential determinations
of the Divine Breath, which is itself the prime motivation of
cosmic cycles. The Master counts the zB sounds of the Arabic
alphabet from the first lunar mansion, which follows the Spring
Equinox, in the successiveorder of their phonetic exteriorisation, beginning with the hiatus (al-hamzah), and going on
through the gutteral consonants to the labials passing through
the palatals and the dentals. If one takes into account the fact
that the initial hiatus is not properly speaking a sound, but only
a transitory instant between silence and locution, the series of
sounds attributed to the lunar mansions begins with the hd and
ends with the waw, these two letters composing the Divine
Name huwa,'He', symbol of the Essenceone and identical to
Itself.
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Tns, prost profound significanceof astronomical cycles consists in the fact that they offer an image logically analogous
to all successivedevelopments of possibilities ruled by the pole
of one and the same principle, so that they symbolise no matter which order of manifestation, be it that that order is conditioned by time or be it that the successionit implies is of a
purely logical nature. Consequently it is possible to conceive
of a whole hierarchy of cosmic 'cycles' analogous among
themselves,but situated at different levels of existence and each
reflected simultaneously and in different relationships, in an
astronomical cycle such as the one traversed by the Sun or the
Moon on the sky of the fixed stars. In his book 'The Revelations of Mecca' (al-Iutuhat al-makkiyah), Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi
cites a seriesof cosmological correspondenceswhich allows the
tracing of a symbolic diagram which will be found as an inset
in this book. This diagram is built uPon the juxtaposition of the
zodiac and t}te cycle of the lunar mansions, beginning with the
Spring Equinox, and the different orders of analogies are indicated by concentric circles.
The first reason of all cycles of manifestation is the deployment of the principial possibilities of manifestation, symbolised
by the series of Divine Names. On the other hand, the science
of the Names or the Divine Qualities - the former being no
other than the logical determinations of the latter - constitute
the supreme conclusion of all sacred science,becauseuniversal
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qualities are in some ways the distinctive contents of the
Divine Essence,whereas the Divine Essencein Iaelf can never
be the object of a science, that is to say the object of a knowledge which could yet again imply what so ever distinction.
The qualities or the Divine Names are necessarily innumerable;
but due to the simplicity of this Being, which is one of the
aspectsof Ia Unity, they can be symbolically summarised in
a determined group, which would all the same be more or less
numerically large, according to the principles of logical differentiation that one would like to apply. As there is no distinction without implicit hierarchy, the series of Names would
always have the character of a logical chain, and it is by this
that it becomes the model of all cyclic order.
In the present case,the Master makes the zB mansions of the
Moon correspondto as many Divine Names.On the other hand,
these,which all have an active or creative character, have as
complements or as direct objects the same number of cosmic
degrees, so that their connection forms a second analogous
cycle. The seriesof thesecosmic degreesproduced by the series
of the Divine Names go from the first manifestation of the Intellect down to the creation of man. In its hierarchy it also
comprises the cosmic degreeswhich correspond to the different
heavens, that is to say to the heavens of the zodiac, to the
heavensof the fixed stars, and to the seven planetary skies. But
these degreeswhich are here related to certain regions of the
zodiac, measured by lunar mansions, should in reality be conceivedas a 'vertical'successionin relation to the zodiacalcycle,
and one must understand well that there is, in this attribution
of a series of cosmic degreesto the lunar 'stations' and consequently to the zodiacal regions, something like a projection of
a'vertical' hierarchy on a'horizontal' plane.
The Divine Names represent the determining essencesof
the corresponding cosmic domains. As to the production of
these domains, starting with their principial determinations,
it is the effects of the Divine Breath (an-natas al-il6hi), which
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tlcploys all the possibilitiesof manifestationimplied in the princiJrialtlcterminations of the Names.According to a symbolism
which is at the same time verbal and figurative, before the
<'reationof the world the Divine Nameswere in a state of divine
rcnstriction (al-karb al-il6hi), and then they 'demand' their
created complements, until the Divine Spirit'relieved' (tanoffa.srr)them, by deploying all the amplitude of their conse(luences.In other words, as soon as the Being conceives,in lts
first auto-determination (ta 'ayyun), the principal distinctions
which are His Names or His Qualities,theserequire their logical complements, the totality of which will constitute the
world. It is the Divine Breath which 'extends' this logical connection in an existential manner, and it identifies itself in this
respectto the First Substanceand to UniversalNature. It is thus
that we can summarisein a few words the theory of the Divine
Breath, a theory which takes into account the symbolic correspondencewhich ties together between themselvesthe cycle of
the Divine Names,that of the cosmic degreesand that of the z8
sounds of the Arabic alphabet, the cosmic degreesbeing the
determinations of the Universal and Macrocosmic Breath and
the zB soundsthose of the human and microcosmic breath; the
soundsof the languageare carried by the physical breath, just
as the cosmic degreesare 'carried' by the Divine'expansion'.
We have explained above the reasonfor the analogy which relates thesezB soundsto the lunar sphere.
The Master points out that the hierarchy of the cosmic degrees that he enumeratesaccording to the order of the lunar
mansions, should not be understood as a series of successive
productions, but as a definite scale of degreesof existence; becausethe order of production does not conespond to the definitive hierarchy; it is inverse according to whether it is the degreesof universal and informal existence,or the degreesinferior
to the sky of the fixed stars, that is to say the degreesof the
individual world, and this is easily understandable,seeing that
the production of the superior states cannot be conceived ex-
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cept in a purely logical fashion, in the sense of an essential
differentiation beginning with the Unity of the Being; the production of the formal and individual worlds, on the other hand,
would necessarilybe envisagedwith resPectto their substantial
reality, or even 'material', therefore like an opening up of forms
and states of existence beginning with the potentiality of an
undifferentiated mareria, which, becauseof its shadowy passivity, is situated at the lower degree of an ascending scale of
statesof existence. Therefore the result of this is that the ontological level of the Prime Matter, or of the plastic substance
of the body of manifestations, can be conceived and rePresented in different ways, according to whether one considers
it as the first term of a seriesof successiveproductions, or as the
beginning of the seriesbecauseall the successiveentities draw
their plastic substance from it, or again whether one assigns
to it the last level of a static hierarchy or whether it will play
a role in the inferior root or whether it is as the anchor thrown
into an abysmaldepth.
This double hierarchical situation of the Prime Matter, or of
the passivesubstance,is expressedin the level that it occupies
in the cosmologicalschematawhich we will study, the principal that Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi calls a/-jowhar al-hab1i- which
correspondsto the Prime Matter - or againal'hayfiId, the Arabic
term for 'hyl6'. The Master writes that this cosmic entity here
holds the fourth level becauseit is the necessarypremise of the
following level, assigned to 'Universal Body', secondary sub
stance, which fills the intelligible 'space' as ether, or the akdsha
of the Hindu doctrine, fills the sensiblesPace.It is in this respect, that is to say as the immediate origin of 'Universal Body',
that cosmology generally conceivesof the reality of the Prime
Matter. Nevertheless,according to its most profound meaning
which Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi exPoses,the Prime Matter, conceived as the Universal Substancewhich is the support of all
the principial determinations, should be representedoutside this
hierarchical succession,becauseit is either superior or inferior
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to all the other degrees;its place in the interior of the hierarchy
is all the same justified by the fact that it representsthe last
term of the first quaternary which summarises in iself alone
all Universal Existence : the Universal Soul (an-natsal-kulliyahl,
which occupies the seconddegree,is in some way a result of the
action of the First Intellect (al-'aql) on the First Substance(clHab?l; and Universal Nature (at-tabi'ch), which is situated at
the third level, appears like a modification of this substance.
On the other hand, the Prime Matter (al-jawhar al-habdi) is
attributed to the Divine Name 'the Last' (al-akhirl, which expressesthe divine 'faculty' of being 'Last' without temporal
ulteriority, or being 'other' without essential altereity, this
meaning obviously corresponding to the function of the passive
substancewhich is the indefinableroot of all manifestation.
This explanation of the hierarchical level of the Prime Matter was necessaryin order to indicate how one should envisage the cosmic degrees of succession. As to the other terms
of this samehierarchy, their explanation would take us beyond
the framework of this study; we will limit ourselves therefore
to the indication of some general distinctions. One will notice
that the cycle of the Namesof the cosmic degreesand the lunar
mansionscan be divided into quarters,eachof which comprises
seven mansjons corresponding to a definite total of degreesof
existence:the first quarter symbolisesthe world of principals oi
the totality of Divine Degrees:this quarter is symbolically terminated at the Summer Solstice, and at the degree of the
Divine 'Throne', which is the complement of the Divine Name
al-muhit,'He who englobesall', is the model of the letter gof,
sign of the pole and name of the polar mountains that the
Hindus call Meri; and, let us add, in there it is as if it were a
verbal image of the fact that the Divine 'Throne' is at the same
time the sphere which englobes all and the pole around which 1
lrevolves the circumambulation of the angels. The next two
quarters symbolise all the formal worlds, but in only one res-
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pect, that of the 'elementary'and direct existenceof each of
their degrees;becauseit is the last quarter of the cycle which
representsthe hierarchy of the compositebeings,that is to
say beingswhose forms draw from a synthesisof many degreesof existence.The rwo middle quartersconstitute therefore a single 'world'; but they can be divided with respectto
the centreof this world, this centrebeingthe sphereof the Sun,
which is the 'heart of the world', and which is here placedin
analogicalrelation to the Autumn Equinox.
The'intermediary'world comprisesthe sevenplanetaryskies,
andtheir attribution to an equalnumberof Divine Namesindicateswith precisionthe cosmicprinciplesof which the planetary rhythms arean expression.
The sky of Saturnis attributed to the Divine Namear-Rabb,
'the Lord', the meaningof which implies a reciprocalrelationship, becausea beinghasno quality of lordship exceptin relation to a servant,and the servantis not thus a servantexcept
in relation to a lord. For the createdbeing,this relationshiphas
a necessaryand unalterablecharacterwhereasthe other divine
qualities can in some lr/ays vary in colour accordingto the
individual.The sky of Jupiter is the complementof the Divine
Nameal-alim,'theKnower'or 'the Learned'.Marscorresponds
to the Divine Name al-qdhir,'the Conqueror'or 'the Tamer';
Jupiter reignsover the intellectual faculty and Mars the volitive faculty. The Sun is analogousto the Divine Name an-nfrr,
'the Light', whereasthe Moon correspondsto the Divine Name
al-mubin,'the Apparent' or 'the Evident'.The Sun symbolises
the principal of Intellect itself, whereasthe Moon represents
manifestation;there is betweenthesetwo namesthe samerelationship as that between'Truth' and 'Proof',or between'Revelation' and 'Commentary'.Venus is attributed to the Divine
Name al-musawwir,He who forms,a word which equallysignifies the painter and the sculptor, and the feminine form of
which signifiesthe imaginativefaculty. As for Mercury,it is the
4r

analogy of the Divine Name ol-muhsi,'He who counts', the
the significanceof which is related to numbers and to distinctive knowledge.'
'l'he two middle quarters of the cycle, symbolised by the
zodiacal hemicycle situated between the Summer and Winter
Solstices,englobesall the hierarchy of the celestial spheres,
starting in an ascendingorder with the Divine 'Throne'; and
this hemicycle effectively correspondsto the descendentphase
of the solar trajectory. The last mansion before the Winter
Solstice is attributed to the element earth; the point itself
of the Solstice symbolises therefore the centre of gravity,
lowest point which would be the level of the passive matter
of the human world - not of the Prime Matter of all the universe - becausethis centre of gravity is not the lowest point
except with respect to the world of men. From this point on,
the meaning of the hierarchical order changes and becomes
ascending, going from the elementary towards synthesis. First
comes the three kingdoms of minerals (or metals, becausethe
pure mineral is always reduced to metal), of plants, and of animals, and after that the degreesof angels,genii, and men. It
would seem strange that the angels should precede the genii
frnn); since the genii belongonly to the psychic world, whereas
the angelsbelong to the informal world and thereby should surpassthem in knowledge and in power; but the order of succession goes from that which is more simple towards that which is
more composite, from that which is less individualised towards
individuation. Becauseof this, man representsthe last synthesis in this world, because the cyclic degree which follows
and which terminates all the hierarchy is no more, to be precise, a degree of existence; it symbolises the reintegration of
all the preceding degrees in the First Intellect. Therefore the
Master says of this last mansion of the cycle that it corresponds
to the 'determination of all the degrees',that is to say to their

intellectual hierarchisation, 'but not to their manifestation'.
This hierarchisation identifies itself on the other hand to the
'Universal Man (ol-insan aI-kOmiI),whose existence is purely
virtual with respect to the domain of distinctive manifestation,
being as it were the ideal model of the return of man to the
Principle.
From another point of view, one should not lose sight of
the fact that this cosmological hierarchy, projected into a cycle,
is at the same time determined by the encatonation of macrocosmic degreesand by the human perspective: this is perfectly
licit, given that the human being occupies a central position
in the cosmic atmosphere which surrounds him, and that he
has a right to consider this position, since he is obliged to make
of it a starting point for his spiritual realisation, as he is situated
on the axis itself which unites the poles of the universe, passing
from the lowest centre of 'material' gravity up to the supreme
centre of 'First Intellect'.
The system of correspondencesthat Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi
gives us permits us to relate each mansion of the Moon to a Divine Quality; on the other hand, these mansions are superimposed on the twelve zodiacal regions, according to an unequal
but rhythmic superimposition, and in a manner where each
zodiacal sign comprises seven-thirds of lunar mansions. We
still have to consider the following modes according to which
the cosmic and intellectual qualities of these mansions are combined, so as to give the qualities inherent to the zodiacal regions.

r This refers to a perspective other than the one which envisages the
prophetic functions in their correspondenceswith the seven planets.
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THe orREcrroNs of this spaceareparticularlyadequate
symbols for the natureof the Divine Qualities.Like theseQualities,
which arethe first determinationsof the Being,the directionsof
this spaceare in an inexhaustiblemultitude; one cannot,however, conceiveof them as a multitude, becauseeachdirection
is in igelf perfectly determined,its sole re,rsonof existence
beingpreciselythe singularity of its determination.
Likewisefor the Divine Qualities,the totality of directionsof
the spacecannot be defined,and the unlimited sphere the logical form of their extremeradiation,is no other than a symbol
which is imposedon the mind without one knowing how to
prove it. Whether it is the Divine Qualitiesor the directionsof
the space,assoonasone amongthem is 'named',the otherscan
then be definedby their relationshipto this, which is an aspect
of the Unicity of Existence.
When one gives an image to the Divine Qualities, the
centre of their radiation must be identified with the unconditional Principle.As for the directionsof the celestialspace,their
centre is the human being - or eachhuman being existing on
earth - without this implying a plurality of centres,aswe have
already explained.There is therefore an inverseanalogy between the logical imageof the Divine Qualitiesand the directionsof the celestialspace.
In principal it is the Spirit presentin man which is both the
Divine centre from which radiatesthe qualitiesof the space,
14

and the limit-sphere which synthesisesthese; but in fact, the
human spirit is subjectedto the convergentrays of the celestial vault; becauseman, not actually being identifiedwith his
increated centre, is submitted to the totality of the Spirit as a
reality or as a destiny exterior to himself. It is in this way that
the sky react' upon the relative eccentricity of the individual
nature, eccentricity which is symbolically expressedby the
situation of the'subjective' directionsof spaceat the moment
of birth.
A sheafof directionsor of qualitiescan alwaysbe replaced
by a singleone which is in someway the resultant;meanwhile
this resultantis not presentedas a sum or a mixture of directions or qualitiesthat is summarises,becausethough this is a
synthesisof all the others, it is also a unique thing in itself,
sincethe singularityof the determinationconstitutesthe essential characterof eachdirection;it impliesthereforea new quality which the sum of the precedingqualitiescannotexpress.
should
This law, which is full of cosmologicalconsequences,
also be applied to the combinationof severalnaturesof the
lunar mansionsin one zodiacalsign.Eachlunar mansionrepresentsa sheafof directionsof celestialspace,the synthesisof
which symbolicallycorespondsto one Divine Quality. These
sheavesfall unequallyon the twelve regionsof the zodiac,in
such a way that eachzodiacalsign compriseseither two complete mansionsand a third of a mansion,or only one complete
mansionwith on either sideof it two thirds of a mansion.The
signsof the first categoryare called'pure'signs, and thoseof
the second,'mixed'. Now, accordingto Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi,
the qualities of the fractured mansionsare combinedon the one
hand with the complementary fractions of the other mansions
contained in the same sign, constituting together with these,
new resultants,and they concur, thanks to their original quali.
ties as well as to thcir new resultants,with the constitution of
the synthesis which expressesthe qualitative nature of the
zodiacalsignin question.
15

'lhis synthesis, says Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi, is the cosmic
nrodel of all logical deduction, this always having the form of
two premises founded on two couples of terms: a : b and b
: c, of which the mean term b constitutes the link throrrgh
which operates,the synthesis: a : c.
The qualities of the lunar mansions,he explains, confer upon
each zodiacal sign seven aspects,to which is added three aspects inherent in this sign - and deployed elsewherein its tigon
- which makes ten aspectsto be multiplied by their triple relationship with the three principal degreesof existence.r
The world, says the Master, consists of the Unity of the
United (ahadiyad-al-majmA), whereas the Divine Independence
resides in the Unity of the Unique (ahadiyad-al-wa^hid).But
Unicity is reflected in the interior of the unified multiple,
in the singularity of each resultant, exactly as we have seen
in the case of the synthesis of the directions of the space;
thus a child represents the synthesis of the natures of his
father and mother, but he is at the same time a unique and new
being, and it is his unicity which is his real reason for existence. In general each singular part of the cosmos has in it at
the same time a relative aspect according to which it is shown
as a combination of several pre-existent elements, and a unique
aspect which is in a way its face turned towards its Eternal
Principle, and which corresponds, in its most real sense, to
that which this thing or this being is in the Divine Science.r
Eachelement of a cosmic whole is other by what it represenB
in itself, and other becauseit is related to a synthesis. Further,
each resultant of a synthesis is not only determined by its component parts, but in its turn determines the latter, by reason of
what it contains of the unique. Becauseof this, each cosmic
I From these multiplications result
30 aspects for each sign, which adds up
to 36o for all the zodiac, the number of the current division of the circle in
degrees.
2 On the difference between the essential aspect and the substantial aspect
of a being, see also the article by Rend Gu€non: 'LEtre et le milieu' in Le
Voile D'lsis, Dec. 1935.
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domain is comparable to a tissue of relationships where each
intersecting line is at the same time a centre and a part of the
whole.r
It follows for astrology as an art, that these procedures have
on the one hand the character of an exact deduction or of a
calculation, and that they suppose on the other hand an intuition 'from above' from which ensuesthe unique quality of
each newly nascent form of combinations. Whereas the deduction or the combination is superstantial or 'horizontal', the
recognition of the uniquenessof each resultant is essential or
'vertical'. In each work of a traditional art like astrology there
intervenes therefore, an inspiration more or less direct and
which generally depends on participation in a spiritual influence. In fact there is no real 'exact' sciencewithout such a
'vertical' intervention, and this becauseof the double aspect of
each existent form, as we have just explained. On the other
hand, the deductive combinations of a cosmological science
such as astrology produce a mass of symbolic potentialities
which are susceptible of attracting 'inspirations' of very different natures; this is especially the case for all that relates to the
divinatory art, which can always, to the.degreein which it is
interested, attract insidious interferences. In other words, man
cannot remove the veil of his ignorance except by or through
something which ranscends his individual will; for the individual curiosity, all'oracle'remains equivocal and may even reinforce the error which constitutes the fatal trap of such destiny.
Dealing with the super-position of the parts of the zodiac
upon the lunar mansions,Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi poina out that
one zodiacal 'tower' must necessarilyurrite in itself both a complete number and a fraction of a number of mansions, 'without
which the development and the diminution cannot appear in
the world of becoming'. This remark contains an allusion to a
law which is affirmed in the mutual relations between all the
3The geometric lines of ornamentation of Arab art can all be considered
as symbols of this 'unicity' of the cosmos.
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cosmiccycles,andespeciallyin the relationsbetweenthe cycles
of the Sun and of the Moon; because,not only the lunar mansionsare not containedentirely in the parts of the zodiac,but
also the yearly courseof the sun does not coincidewith an
entire numberof lunar cycles;as it is saidin the Koran (wrat
Yo Sin): 'lt is not allowedfor the Sun to reachthe Moon, nor
is it to the night to overtakethe day, but each moves in a
specialsphere'- if the Sun reachedthe Moon, that is to say,
if a completerhythm of lunar revolutionscould be contained
in one solar cycle, so that the evolutions of their reciprocal
relationshipsreturn to the starting point, their common cycle
would be achieved;their manifestationwould be re-absorbed
'The night would overtakethe day'.
in non-manifestation:
Theremust alsobe, in a certain measure,a repetition;in the
r&year intervals, the reciprocalpositionsof the Sun and the
Moon in fact travel the same cycles; but these are woven
in the whole of the planetary world, and are situarcdaccording to the new proportionswith respectto the other stars.
What is expressedin this super-positionof the rhythms is,
on the one hand, that all cycle of manifestationcontains a
relative repetition, becauseit is made up of imagesof the
same'polar'archetype,imageswhich are necessarilyanalogous
amongthemselves;but on the other hand, it doesnot contain
of the archeany effectiverepetition,sincethe creativeessence
these
type can never be exhaustedby
imagesor symbols.
- Analogyis the traceof the Unity, and the inexhaustiblecharacteris the reflectionof the infinity of the Principle.
The samelaw of non-repetition,which requiresthat not any
one cosmic cycle closesupon itself, is also expressedin some
way at the extremelimits of the sensibleworld, in the precee
sion of equinoxeswhich makesit so that the intersectionpoints
of the solar cycle with the celestial equator effectuates,in
relation to the 'sky of the fixed stars',one completerevolution
in one period of about z6,oa yearsi from where resulg the
actualdislocationbetweenthe signor the divisionsof the zdiac

andthe twelveconstellations
which carry the samenam6.- We
have already shown that the qualitative differentiation of the
regions or celestialdirections which are expresscdin the divisions of the zodiac proceedsfrom the four constant terms of
the solar cycle, the equinoxesand the solstices,and that it is
not right to say - as some modern asnologersdo - tbat the
Spring Equinox moves from the sign of. Aries to the sign of
Aquarius,sincethe signsare countcd invariably beginningfrom
the vernalpoint. On the other hand,one could saythat the constellationof Aries is moved towards the sign of Taurus or that
the vernal point, that is to say the SpringEquinox,has moved
from the const€llationof Aries to that of Pisces;and one ought
to supposethat the changeof the relationshipbenvoenthese
two supremeskies,that of the zodiacal'towers' and that of the
fixed stars,hasmodifiedin a certain way that which one could
call 'the influenceof ttre sky'. All the same,we have not any
spatial measurefor determiningthe contcntsof this great extreme cycle which is transposedin the precessionof the equinoxes,becauscwe know neither their beginningnor their end,
and if we make abstractionsof the constantterms of the solar
qcle, the qualitiesof the celestialregionsbecomecompletely
undefinable.'
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r We must answcr thc objection that could bc raiscd from the fact that
the Hindu astrology, which ecems to go back to the same ori8ins as the
Hcrmetic astrology, does not reler, for the dctcrmlnatlon of thc plrrneary
positions, to the actual dlvlsion of thc zodlac bcginning wtth thc Sprlng
Equinox (thc vcrnal point), but to thc twclvc constcllations of the rphcre
of the ffxcd stars, It would bc erroncou! to concludc from this that, according to onc traditional potnt of vicw, the division ol the zodlec would bc
indepcndcnt of thc cerdlnal poinr of the rclar cyclc; thc Hindu artrologerr
simply rcfer, in their divicton of the cclcstlal regi,ons, to a certain cycltc datc
which ir merkcd by thc colncidcncc of the twelve constcllationg with thc
twclve synonymous zodlacal dgnr, and thry operate in thlr in an analo3ouo
manncr to tbat whlch rcletcg all thc planctary movcmcrrgr ef,ectuatod during the coursc of an individual lifc to thc tnitial poaltion of thc rky at thc
momcnt of birth. olr the othcr hand, thc point of tlrc view of the Hindu
astroloty corrcsponds well to the 'mytholotical'
tcndcncy of thc Hindu
civilisation whcrcas thc Arab estrology is cbaractcriscd by its dcductlvc
spirit; we want to cay that the Hirdus have rpontaneously the tcndcncy

In fact, the principle of distinctionwhich measures
the celec
tial spaceis essentiallysolar;it is by the revolutionof the Sun
that the qualitative differentiationsof the directions,which
radiate invariably from the terrestrial and human centre and
which define the regions of the vault of the limit-sky,
are operated.The solar cycle is thereforethe direct expression
of the Divine Act which puts the chaosin order. On the other
hand,the sphereof the fixed stars- the innumerablemultitude
of which is like an imageof so many luminoussourcesisolated
in the shadows,andsusceptibleto enteringinto mutual relationshipsnot yet manifested- symbolises,
in relation to the zodiacal
sphere,the cosmicpotentiality which could neverbe exhausted
andwhich avoidsall intelligibledefinitions.-Thuswe cannotdistinguistrthe particular qualitiesof the sphereof the fixed stars,
of which we nevertheless
seetraces,whereaswe do know the
qualitiesof the spherewithout stars,which we do not see.In
this there is a profound significance:we can in fact know the
devolutionof the world in principle,but we do not know all the
'material' potentialitiesthat this devolutionwill wear out.

The extremecycle which is manifestedby the precessionof the
equinoxes,but of which we cannot determine the phases,
predomshouldinfluencethe totality of the sky by a successive
this
cosmic
or
Divine
And
since
inance of certain
Qualities.
major cycle is like the modelof all the other cycleswhich are
subordinatedto it, one can attribute to it, by symbolic transposition, the contentsor partitions analogousto those of an
inferior cycle.Thus the Sher'kfial-akbarattributesto the major
cosmic cycle the determinationswhich he designatesby the
namesof zodiacalsigns and which follow each other in the
to 'divide' phenomena, so as to dissolve them in the consent of the Infinite,
whereas the spirit of Islam which determines the Arab astrology deduces all
from the idea of the Divine Unity. - As for the date of the coincidence of
the two zodiacs, which is situated at about 4oo A.D. it necessarily has to
conespond to a 'renaissance'of astrological symbolism itself.
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order of the annual movement of the Sun; whidr shows very
well that it has nothing at all to do with the displacementof
the vernal point in the constellations, a displacementwhich
movesinversely to the solar movement.On the other hand, the
Masterassignsto the 'reigns' of thesemajor 'signs',durations
successivelydecreasing:Aries reigns for r2,ooo years, Taurus
for rr,ooo ye.us,Gemini for lo,ooo years,and their durations
decreasethus until the sign of Pisceswhosereign numbersonly
r,o@ years.This decreasing
alsoprovesthat it cannotbe caused
by spatial determinationslike those which divide the zodiac,
but that the zodiacaldivisionsare here ftansposed,due to a
spiritual analogy,to determinationspurely temporal, of a cycle
the subdivision of which escapesfrom the spatial me:$ure; in fact all spatialcycle is symmetricallydivided,whereasa
purely temporal cycle is divided in consequenceof the progressivecontractionof time.u
As to the effectiveduration of the different 'reigns'of these
major 'signs',perhapsone should not se€ in the numbersof
yearsindicatedby lbn 'Arabi anything other than purely symbolic numbers.All the same,the sumof all these'reigns'isequal
to the duration of three completeprecessions
of the equinoxes;
- one should always take into account the fact that we can
measurethe completeduration of a precession(giventhat we
can determineits speed),without being able to fix its terms in
space.- If one refersto the Hindu theory of the cosmiccycles
and if one countsfor the first yuga of the actual manvantarathe
duration of one complete precession,the manvcntaro,being
composedof four decreasingyugasaccordingto the proportion
4:S:2: r, oughtto contain65,oooyean, which differsby a half
precessionfrom the sumof 78,oooyearswhich is deducedfrom
the symbolismindicatedby Ibn 'Arabi. We must add that the
Slreikh al-akbarincidentally notes that the first 'sign' which
reignedon the world was Libra, and that this was againdomintcf. The chipter'l,e temps chang€ en espace'in:. Lc rdgne de Ia quantitt
et les signesdes temps of Ren6 Gudnon.
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l
.rtingin the era of the prophetMohammed.'--We will willingly
lelve to others the task of conciliating these different factors.
lly the <'onsiderationof the precessionof the equinoxeswe are
rrtx'cssarilytouching upon the limits of the cosmic whole which
lre t:haracterisedby the coincidenceof the temporal and spatial
<leterminationsin the movement of the stars.This whole cannot be a closed system, and as soon as we consider its limits, we
are short of measure,becausetime is measuredby movement in
space. The visible world is like a perfectly coherent figure,
woven on a sliding basewhich escapesour hold.
Finally, we shall recall a formula of Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi
that we have already cited incidentally during the course of
our exposition, the cosmologicaland metaphysicalimportance
ol'which is altogetherfundamental: 'The world consistsof the
t.lnity of the Unified, whereasthe Divine Independenceresides
in the Unity of the Unique'.

5 We must point out that the sign of Libra does not exist in thc rnost
ancient representations of the zodiac. On the other hand, the ancient Chinese
usedto give the name Ubra to the polar plough.
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